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Introduction:  Based on spectral observation, there 

are relationship between carbonaceous chondrites and 

C-type asteroids [1, 2], such as Ryugu and Bennu where 

space mission Hayabusa2 and OSIRIS-REx visit. Those 

C-type asteroids may have hydrous minerals on their 

surface. Carbonaceous chondrites also contain hydrous 

minerals [3], which would form during thermal evolu-

tion of planetesimals [4, 5, 6]. Planetesimals which con-

tain ice and rock are heated by decay heat of short-lived 

radionuclides (e.g., 26Al), and increase in temperature 

causes melting of ice followed by aqueous alteration. 

Asteroids less than 100 km in diameter would have been 

experienced some impact events from their birth to now 

[7, 8]. Thus, it is important to see the effect of impacts 

to internal of asteroids/planetesimals.  

Impact can excavate interior of asteroids. Thus, sur-

face materials on the asteroids might originate from 

their inside [9]. On the other hand, impact can heat up 

internal asteroid which can contain hydrous minerals. 

Then, there is possibility that impact heating can pro-

voke dehydration reaction. In that case, impact eventu-

ally erase feature of hydrous minerals and we cannot de-

tect hydrous mineral on the surface of asteroid. Some of 

CM and CR carbonaceous chondrites contain dehy-

drated minerals [10, 11, 12]. Peak temperature of carbo-

naceous chondrites is low for dehydration reaction [13]. 

This means that their parent body does not reach high 

temperature globally and some local heating event is the 

key for the dehydration reaction. Impact is one proce-

dure to generate heats locally. Here, we report how plan-

etesimal collision effects on internal of target planetesi-

mal with hydrous core. As a first step, we examine plan-

etesimal collisions by a shock physics code. We inves-

tigate the amount of dehydrated materials in the hydrous 

core and fate of materials after the collisions.  

Methods:  We numerically perform head-on plane-

tesimal collisions using iSALE-2D shock physics code 

[14, 15, 16]. The target planetesimals are assumed to be 

100 km in radius with 90 km sized core of hydrous ma-

terials and 10 km anhydrous layer. When the initial 

planetesimal has water/rock ratio of 0.3, such kind of 

planetesimal with hydrous core would form via internal 

heating (i.e., 26Al) and aqueous alteration. As a material 

for hydrous core, we choose serpentine, which is one of 

major products by aqueous alteration. We choose dunite 

as material of anhydrous layer and impactor, because it 

is similar to ordinary chondrite [17]. In our numerical 

calculations, we vary the size of impactor which does 

not contain hydrous materials (Rimp = 10, 20, and 40 km 

in radius) and impact velocity (vimp = 2.5, 5, 10 km/s). 

Note that the typical impact velocity in current main 

asteroid belt is 5 km/s [18, 19]. In this study, we focus 

on occurrence of dehydration reaction in hydrous core 

triggered by planetesimal collisions. For this purpose, 

we assume the dehydration reaction occurs at 600 oC 

based on experimental works [11, 20, 21]. We define 

dehydrated part where specific entropy (S) exceeds crit-

ical value (Sdehyd=3.2), which corresponds to specific en-

tropy for 600 oC of serpentine.  

Results & Discussions:  We first show our result of 

fiducial case of Rimp = 20 km and vimp = 5 km/s. Figure 

1 shows the snapshots of 3.0 ts (ts is a characteristic time 

of projectile penetration defined as ts = 2Rimp/vimp) after 

the collisions with color contours of velocity (left half) 

and entropy (right half). We can see small portion of hy-

drous core exceeds Sdehyd. This means that only small 

amount of hydrous materials experiences dehydration 

reaction. The correlation of pressure and entropy in hy-

drous core is shown in Figure 2 with Hugoniot curve of 

serpentine. We also can see large amount of hydrous 

minerals avoids from dehydration reaction (i.e., S < Sde-

hyd). Trajectories of tracer particles are also shown in 

Figure 2 (blue and red dash-dotted lines). When the 

shock wave passages, their entropy and pressure in-

crease. Even after pressure releases, their entropy grad-

ually increases until the pressure settles down. These 

features can be seen when we consider material strength 

and these are consistent with previous work on impact 

physics [22].  

 

 
Figure 1: Snapshot of a planetesimal collision be-

tween anhydrous impactor and target of 100 km in ra-

dius with 90 km hydrous core for the fiducial case (Rimp 

= 20 km and vimp = 5km/s) at 3.0 ts. Velocity (v) normal-

ized by escape velocity (vesc) at each position are shown 

on left half and specific entropy (S) is on right half. 

White dotted lines denote surface position of impactor 

and target, and material boundary in the target.  
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Next, we compare the amount of dehydrated materi-

als in each model with various size of impactor and im-

pact velocity. The mass ratios of dehydrated material at 

10ts (M10ts
dehyd) to the initial mass of hydrous core 

(M0
hyd) are plotted in Figure 3 as a function of specific 

impact energy. The specific impact energy is defined as 

QR = 0.5vimpMimpMtar/Mtotal
2 [23,24], where Mimp, Mtar, 

and Mtotal are mass of impactor, target, and sum of them, 

respectively. In our fiducial case (blue circle in Figure 

3), dehydrated materials form only 3% of initial hydrous 

materials. When the impact energy increases (because 

of large vimp and/or Rimp), it is much easier to provoke 

the dehydration reaction. On the contrary, impact veloc-

ity of 2.5 km/s cannot always produce dehydration ma-

terials (see black symbols in Figure 3), and only the case 

with large impactor (Rimp = 40 km) can produce dehy-

drated minerals. Accordingly, we can say that most of 

hydrous materials inside asteroids can avoid from dehy-

dration reaction with typical collision events in current 

asteroid belt. 

Now, we see velocity of hydrous and dehydrated 

materials after the planetesimals collisions. The velocity 

of materials normalized by escape velocity of planetes-

imals (vesc = (2GMtotal/(Rimp+Rtar))1/2) is shown in Figures 

1 (left half) and 2 as color contours. It is clear that all 

dehydrated materials (S > Sdehyd) escape from the plane-

tesimals. We also found that hydrous materials (S < Sde-

hyd) have larger velocity than escape velocity (v > vesc). 

Thus, the ejecta from impacts contains both of dehy-

drate materials and hydrous ones. This indicates that 

current surface materials on the asteroids may originate 

from other asteroids.  

Recently, it is reported that current on-going space 

mission OSIRIS-REx found hydrated minerals on 

Bennu. C-type asteroid Ryugu target of Hayabusa2 

spacecraft may contain hydrous minerals in its inside. 

Therefore, our understandings of the collisional effects 

onto the asteroids can lead the better understanding of 

the surface conditions and history of those asteroids.  
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Figure 2: Correlation between pressure and absolute 

specific entropy in the hydrous core of fiducial case (see 

Figure 1). Color contour depicts velocity which is nor-

malized by escape velocity (vesc) as in Figure 1. The Hu-

goniot curves of serpentine (dotted line), the critical spe-

cific entropy of dehydration Sdehyd (vertical dashed line), 

and trajectory of tracer particles (dash-dotted lines) are 

also shown.  

 

 
Figure 3: The ratio of dehydrated mass to initial hy-

drous mass, M10ts
dehyd/M0

hyd as a function of specific im-

pact energy QR. Color represents each impact velocity 

(vimp = 2.5 km/s as black, 5 km/s as blue, and 10 km/s as 

green) and the symbol represents the size of impactor 

(Rimp = 10 km as diamond, 20 km as circle, and 40 km 

as square).  
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